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Abstract 
Mukherjea, K., Coincidence theory for manifolds with boundary, Topology and its Applications 
46 (1992) 23-39. 
Let M, N be compact, connected, oriented manifolds of the same dimension, having boundaries 
aM, aN respectively. When F,G: M + N are maps and G(a M) 5 aN, we define a number, ‘1 (F, G), 
analogous to the classical Lefschetz number and show that if .I( F, G) # 0, then F and G will 
have a coincidence point. When the manifolds are closed, this reduces to Lefschetz’s result. When 
both maps preserve boundary points, the theory of the index exhibits some new features. We 
study these and exploit its properties to obtain, for a class of differentiable maps, an alternating * 
sum formula for the algebraic number of coincidences of F and G which lie in the interior, M, 
of M. 
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1. Introduction 
Lefschetz proved the first version of his celebrated fixed-point theorem in 1926 
[7]. Using Poincart duality and the theory of intersection of cycles he proved a 
coincidence theorem for pairs of maps between closed, oriented manifolds of the 
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same dimension; the fixed-point theorem was a special case. In 1954, Steenrod in 
his appreciation of Lefschetz’s contributions to algebraic topology [ 121, wrote: 
Although the fixed-point theorem for manifolds is an extremely beautiful 
result, Lefschetz must have been dissatisfied by the fact that it did not 
include the fixed-point theorem of Brouwer for an n-cell. An n-cell is not 
a manifold. However, it is a manifold with boundary.. . 
Steenrod then suggests that it was in his attempt to extend the techniques of [7] to 
the realm of manifolds with boundary that Lefschetz made two of his most striking 
contributions: the notion of relative homology and the extension of Poincare duality 
to manifolds with boundary (nowadays known as Lefschetz duality). Steenrod goes 
on to speculate when these concepts would have seen the light of day had Lefschetz, 
in 1928, realized that the fixed-point theorem was, in fact, valid for all compact 
polyhedra and could be proved by the elementary technique of simplicial approxima- 
tions. 
This paper is a sort of converse speculation; we try to see what one can obtain 
by following up Lefschetz’s original plan and using Lefschetz duality to study 
coincidence theory in manifolds with boundary. In Section 2 we prove the obvious 
generalization of the Lefschetz coincidence theorem for maps F,G : A4 + N between 
compact, connected, oriented manifolds of the same dimension. (The use of 
Lefschetz duality forces us to require one of the maps to take boundary points to 
boundary points.) As a corollary to our result we get a generalization of Brouwer’s 
theorem in the context of coincidence theory. The usual index theory carries over 
to this situation in a routine fashion, at least in the generic situation. 
In Section 3 we study “relative coincidence theory”: here both the maps are 
required to preserve boundary points. Though the earlier result, of course, remains 
valid, the index theory is quite different. The key to defining the new index is an 
interesting relationship (Theorem 3.2) between the (relative) Lefschetz number of 
F and G and the Lefschetz numbers of two pairs of maps, between closed manifolds, 
associated with F and G. One unavoidable feature of this new index is that a 
coincidence on the boundary may have index zero even though the maps are 
transversal at this point. 
In Section 4 we take a closer look at the index theory for differentiable maps. 
We introduce a notion of the map F being “dominated” by the map G. This is a 
condition on the behaviour of the maps near the boundary of the domain; the 
condition is generic in nature. For maps satisfying this condition the index does 
not exhibit the anomalous behaviour mentioned above. Moreover, for maps satisfy- 
ing this condition there is an “alternating trace formula” for the algebraic number 
of coincidences occuring in the interior of the domain. The Nielsen theory of internal 
fixed points has been studied by several authors (see [4, lo]). Our results develop 
the corresponding “Lefschetz theory”. 
After the “final” version of this paper was written, Nakaoka’s work [8] was 
brought to my attention. In this the coincidence theorem for manifolds with boundary 
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is proved (see Lemma 8.1, lot tit). However Nakaoka does not mention any of the 
interesting special cases, nor does his method lead to the Lefschetz number for 
counting internal coincidences. Also, unlike Nakaoka, our proof does not use 
Lefschetz’s result; so Section 2 was retained with some minor modifications. 
2. Lefschetz’s theorem-a generalization 
Let X be a compact, connected, oriented, d-dimensional manifold with boundary 
ax. Then its fundamental class, [Xl, is a generator of Hd (X, dX; Z) and cap-product 
with this class yields the Lefschetz duality isomorphism: 
aa, : H”(X, ax) + HdpP(X). 
Here, and in what follows, we will always use singular theory; tfthe coeflcients are 
not mentioned they should be taken as the rational numbers. As usual our results will 
hold without orientability hypotheses if we work modulo 2. 
Let M and N be compact, connected, oriented, d-dimensional manifolds; let 
their boundaries be 61 M and d N respectively. Let F, G : M + N be maps and suppose 
that G(aM) z dN. For p = 0, 1,2,. . . , d define f3,,( F, G) : H,,(M) + H,,(M) to be the 
composition of the homomorphisms: 
H,(M)& H,(N)= Hd-p(N,aN)= HdPp(M,aM)-- H,,(M). 
Define the Lefschetz number of F and G, A (F, G), by: 
A(F, G) = ; (-l)P.Trace t3,,(F, G). 
p=O 
We can now state and prove our generalization of Lefschetz’s coincidence theorem. 
Theorem 2.1. Let M and N be compact, connected, oriented mamfolds of dimension 
d with boundaries aM and JN respectively. Let F, G: M + N be maps such that 
G(aM) G aN. If the Lefschetz number, A(F, G), is nonzero, then F and G have a 
coincidence, i.e., there is a point x E M such that F(x) = G(x). 
Proof. The proof is a mild modification of the usual arguments; we will give a 
sketch. Details of certain computations can be found in Spanier [ll]. 
If X is a manifold with boundary, ax, we will denote its interior, (X\aX), by 
2. Now by M. Brown’s collaring theorem [2], aX has a neighbourhood, L, such 
that (L, ax) is pairwise homeomorphic to aX x ([0, 11, (0)). This implies that the 
following inclusions are homotopy equivalences: 
X’XX; 
(2 x 2, JZ x Z\6(X))=+ (X xx, x x X\S(X)); 
Xx(X,aX)~Xx(X,aX). 
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Since N is oriented, so is R! Hence the second of these equivalences implies that 
there is a unique element UN E Hd( N x N, N x N\6( N); Z) which generates this 
group and which restricts on (g x fi, fi x I?\S( fi)) to the Thorn class (or orientation 
in Spanier’s terminology) of R! We will denote, also by U,, the image (under the 
coefficient homomorphism, Z + Q) of U, in Hd( N x N, N x N\6( N)). 
Now suppose that F and G do not have a coincidence. Then any other map 
sufficiently close to F will also not have coincidences with G. In particular, using 
the collaring we can obtain a map F’: M + N which is homotopic to F, which takes 
values in fi and which has no coincidences with G. 
Consider the diagram: 
H”(NxN,NxN\G(N))-H”(fixN,fixaN) 
Hd(NxN\S(N),NxN\S(N))-0 
YH”(M,c?M) < ’ H“(NxN,NxaN) 
Here all unlabelled arrows are induced by inclusion maps and the dotted arrow is 
induced by (F’x G). The diagram will clearly commute when the arrows marked 
CK, p, y are induced by (F’ x G). Since F and F’ are homotopic the square on the 
right without the dotted arrow still commutes when LY, p and y are induced by 
(F x G). Hence, (F x G)*( U,) = (F x G)*( U,), where U, is the class defined by 
Spanier [ll, p. 3471. Lemma 6.10.1 in Spanier gives the following description of 
U, . Let {x,} be a homogeneous basis of H,(N); let {y,} and {&} be the bases of 
H*(N) and H*(N, aN) defined by the relations: 
(yi, x,)= 6, and sN(x,) = 5,. 
Then, via the Kunneth formula, we have: 
U, =c (-l)d’=Q@&). 
An easy calculation now shows that (F x G)*( U,) = A( F, G) . p, where p is the 
class dual to [Ml. Hence the Lefschetz number must vanish if F and G are 
coincidence free. This proves the result. 0 
Remarks. (2.1.1) Observe that if M and N are closed, Lefschetz duality reduces 
to PoincarC duality; both the groups occurring at the right edge of the above diagram 
are equal to Hd( N x N) and the formula for U, becomes Lefschetz’s diagonal 
formula. Thus the above proof specializes to yield the usual proof of Lefschetz’s 
theorem. We shall henceforth use L, instead of A, lo denote the Lefschetz number of 
maps between closed manifolds. 
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(2.1.2) As mentioned before this re.;ult is proved in [8, Lemma 8.11. We will 
discuss Nakaoka’s method of proof in some detail in the next section; here we 
merely mention that our proof is direct, independent of the classical result and very 
close to the spirit of Lefschetz’s idea. 
(2.1.3) Generically there are no coincidences on c?M; the usual index theory (see 
Vick [13], for example) applies to coincidences in Jo%. 
(2.1.4) If M = N = D”, the n-cell, and G the identity map, then (I( F, G) is equal 
to 1 and we recover Brouwer’s fixed point theorem. 
Surprisingly, Nakaoka does not discuss the above or any other interesting special 
cases of this result; we now repair this omission. The following is a generalization 
of Brouwer’s result in the context of coincidence theory. 
Theorem 2.2. Let M, N be compact, connected, oriented manifolds of dimension d, 
with boundaries a M, ~3 N respectively. Let G : (M, dM) + (N, d N) be a map of nonzero 
degree. Then G will have coincidences with any inessential map F : M + N. 
Proof. A (F, G) is equal to deg G. 0 
Remark. This is a common generalization of Brouwer’s theorem, of Kronecker’s 
theorem (that maps of nonzero degree are surjective) and of the extensions of 
Brouwer’s theorem proved by Brown [3] and Schirmer [9]. 
3. Relative coincidence theory 
We will now take a closer look at the situation obtaining when both the maps, F 
and G, take boundary points of M to boundary points of N. Theorem 2.1 implies 
the following subtheorem which we restate for emphasis: 
Theorem 3.1. Let M, N be compact, connected, oriented manifolds of dimension d 
having boundaries a M and a N respectively. Let F, G : (M, CY M) + (N, a N) be maps 
and let the Lefschetz number be defined as before. Then F and G will have a coincidence 
whenever either of the numbers A( F, G) or A( G, F) is nonzero. 
Remarks. (3.1.1) While the theorem is true, it seems a little unsatisfactory to estab- 
lish it by an argument (as in Theorem 2.1) which disturbs the boundary preserving 
property of F. We will later in this section give a proof which meets this objection. 
(3.1.2) In the classical case, that is, when aM = 8N = 0, L( F, G) = (-l)d. L( G, F). 
In the present situation however, things are more interesting. For example, if G is 
a map of degree p and F a constant map taking as its value some point x E aN, 
then A(F, G)=p but A(G, F)=O. 
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The theory of coincidence index in this situation has some novel features which 
we shall now study. We begin with a brief recapitulation of the classical situation 
(i.e., aM, aN =@). We shall discuss only the case of isolated coincidences; in many 
situations our methods can easily be extended to yield more general results. 
Let f; g : X + Y be maps between closed, oriented d-dimensional manifolds and 
let x, E X be an isolated coincidence point off and g. Let y, =f(x,) = g(xJ. Choose 
Euclidean neighbourhoods U, V of x,,, y, respectively such that: 
(i) U contains no other coincidence point off and g; 
(ii) f( I-J), g( LJ) c V 
and choose homeomorphisms cp : U -+ R”, , $ : V + R”, such that cp(xJ = 0 E R “, , 
$(yo) = 0 E R “, . We have added suffixes to the model Euclidean spaces to emphasize 
that these are oriented coherently with the orientations of M and N. Letf = +ofo cp-’ 
and g’= $ogocp-‘. The coincidence index of the ordered pair (f, g) at the coincidence 
point, x,,, is defined to be the degree of the map: 
and will be denoted I(x,;J; g). If we are dealing with differentiable (say, C’) 
manifolds and maps and iff and g are transverse at x0, i.e., det( Df’(x,) - Dg’(x,)) # 
0, the index admits a very simple and useful form. For any linear isomorphism, A, 
between oriented vector spaces let E(A) be the sign of the determinant of A. Then, 
1(x,; .A 8) = 4W(xo) - w-Y-%)~. 
It is well known that if all the coincidences off and g are isolated, then the sum 
of the indices at the coincidence points is equal to the Lefschetz number, L(f, g). 
(See Vick [ 131, for example.) Note that the index of a transverse coincidence point 
is nonzero, in fact equal to il. Thus when the coincidences are all transverse the 
Lefschetz number gives an algebraic count of the number of coincidences of f 
and g. 
The following simple example shows that the index must have quite different 
properties when the manifolds have boundaries. 
Example 3.2. Let M, N both be the annulus, S’ x [l, 21. Note that aM =aN = 
S’ x ((1) u (2)). We use polar coordinates to define maps F, G: (M, aM) + (N, aN) 
by setting: 
F(r,e)=(r,pB) and G(r,0)=(r2-2r+2,q0), 
where q > p 3 0 are integers. 
It is easy to see that A(F,G)=q-p and A(G,F)=p-q. The maps F and G 
are manifestly transverse and the coincidence points are: 
(p,2Tk(q-p)-‘) where p=1,2 and k=O, l,.. ., q-p-l. 
Clearly the index at these points is independent of k. So there is no way of assigning 
*l as indices to these points and have the indices add up to give either of the two 
Lefschetz numbers, A(F, G) or A( G, F). 
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To develop an index theory for relative coincidence theory, we have to look at 
the geometry of the situation more closely. Let X be a compact, connected, oriented 
manifold of dimension d having boundary ax. Let X, and X_ be two copies of X 
with opposite orientations. Then the double of X, obtained by gluing X, and X_ 
along aX via the identity map, is an oriented d-dimensional manifold without 
boundary. We will denote the double of X by ‘X. The identity maps X + X, induce 
inclusions, i, :X +*X; we will denote i,(x) by x*. There are also retractions, 
ri : *X + X, defined by T-(X,) = x, . 
Now if M, N are as in Theorem 3.1 and F, G : (M, aM) + (TV, dlv) maps of pairs, 
there are naturally induced maps ‘F, ‘G: ‘M + *N which take m, E M to F(m), 
and G(m)_ respectively. Also by restriction, we get maps F,, G,j : aM + aN. Then, 
heuristically it is natural to suppose that the number of coincidences of *F and “G 
is twice the number of coincidences of F and G, less the number of coincidences of F3 
and G,. This motivates the next result. 
Theorem3.3. 2.A(F, G)=L(*F,‘G)+L(F,,G,). 
Proof. We begin with a few comments on the second term on the right-hand side 
of the above equation. The Lefschetz coincidence theorem is usually stated and 
proved for maps between connected manifolds. Since we do not require aM and 
a N to be connected there is a slight abuse of notation involved in writing L( F,, G,). 
IfaM=X,u. . . u X,, X, being the connected components of aM, then H,,(aM) = 
@:=, H,,(X,) and the Poincare duality isomorphism: 
H”(aM) = & H”(X,) + & H+_,(Xi) 
i=, I=, 
is obtained by forming cap-product with ([X,], . . . , [X,]). A similar direct sum 
decomposition exists for aN, one can define L( F,, G,) as before and show that E?:,, 
G, have a coincidence if L( F,, G,?) # 0. 
For X = M, N consider aX as a submanifold of X,, X- and ‘X. From Brown’s 
collaring theorem it follows that in each of these ambient manifolds ax is a strong 
deformation retract of some open neighbourhood. As a consequence we have 
isomorphisms: 
H*(*X, ax) = fi*(*X/ax) 
I- fi*((X+/aX) v (x-/ax)) 
=H*(X+,aX)OH*(X_,aX). 
Also as a consequence, (*X; X,, X_) is a proper triad. In view of the above 
isomorphisms, we may rewrite the cohomology exact sequence of the pair (‘X, ax) 
as follows: 
. . . + HP-‘(aX) -% Hp(X+,aX)@Hp(X_,ax) 
2 Hp(‘X)?+ HJ’(aX)&. . 
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where S = (a,, 6_) and 6, is the connecting homomorphism in the exact sequence 
‘* of the pair (X,, 8X) and the morphism J is induced (modulo the isomorphism 
above) by the inclusion (‘X, 8) + (‘X, ax). 
Let us denote the PoincarC duality isomorphisms in 2X and aX by 2?? and 8, 
respectively and let 9* be the Lefschetz duality isomorphisms for X,. Consider 
the following diagram: 
..~H~-'(~~)~,HP(x+,Jx)OHP(X~,~~)~ H”(‘x) -2 HP(aX) -5.‘. 
9, 
I 
A Ep.(Lz+09-) 
I 
B P,;%’ 
I 
C 9, 
I 
.L Hd_,,(aX) -5 H,_,(X+)OH,_,(X_) A Hd_,,(‘X) L ff,_,_,(JX)A. 
where .s,, is multiplication by (-1)” and the lower row is the Mayer-Vietoris sequence 
of the triad (‘X; X,, X-). 
Square A commutes. The compatibility of PoincarC and Lefschetz dualities implies 
that the following diagram commutes (see Dold [5, p. 3041): 
HP (ax) -% H”+‘(X*, ax) 
g’a 1 1 &IJ .gd, 
f&-p-,(=) 7 fL-,(Xi) * 
Here k’ : dX + X, are the inclusion maps. Since cp = (kz , - kJ and since (modulo 
obvious identifications) 9- is the negative of 9+, it follows that A commutes. 
Square B commutes. This is very easy. 
Square C commutes. This involves a small computation at the chain level. Let 
c E S, (X, ax) represent the fundamental class of X, let c, = (i,),(c) and let c0 = ac. 
Then the fundamental class of 2X is represented by the chain, 2c = c+ - c_. Let 
5 E H”(‘X) and let g E S’(‘X) be a cochain in the class of 5. Denoting the restrictions 
of g to X, and aX by g, and go, ?J”,( i*(O) . IS re resented by (g,-co) E S,_,_,(aX) p 
and ‘9(t) is represented by s = (g+- c,) - (g--c_) E S,_,(2X). We have to compute 
the effect of the connecting homomorphism a, on the homology class of s. We have: 
a(g+-c+ 7 -g--c-) = (-l)P(g+-ac,, -g_--ac_) 
and 
= (-lY’(g+--k+,(coL -g--k,(co)), 
G&x,-co) = k;((k*)#(gd-co) 
zz g*-Wco). 
so, d*(Ep. *.9( 5)) is represented by go-co. Hence C commutes. 
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Let F, , G, denote the restriction of ‘F, “G to M, respectively. Then the exact 
ladder above immediately leads to the exact ladder: 
. . .- H,(dM)A H,,(M+)Off,,(M-) ---% &(2M)&. . . 
0 a P I e;o 6, I I 2% 
. . .- H,,(dM)~ ff,(M+)OH,(M-) & H,,(‘M)%. . . 
Observe that the sign factors on the duality maps are irrelevant now since these 
occur twice in each O,,. Since F,, G, are the restrictions of ‘F, ‘G to M,, 
0,,(F*, G,) = 0,,(F, G). The result follows from Hopfs lemma. 0 
Remarks. (3.3.1) This result yields a new proof of Theorem 3.1. In view of Remark 
(3.1.2) interchanging F and G will change the sign of exactly one of the quantities 
L(F,>, G,) and L(‘F, ‘G). So A(F, G) = A(G, F) = 0 iff L(2F, *G) and L(Fa, G,,) are 
both equal to zero. Hence the hypotheses of Theorem 3.1 implies that at least one 
of the quantities L( F,, G,), L(*F, ‘G) IS nonzero; this implies the existence of a 
coincidence of F and G. 
(3.3.2) We now explain Nakaoka’s approach to proving Theorem 2.1. Let F = 
2Fo r+ : 2M --f *N. Then Nakaoka shows that A(F, G) = L( F, 2G). The one advantage 
of this procedure is that we can define the index of an isolated coincidence point 
X~E M; simply set 1(x,; F, G) = Z(x,; F, ‘G). We have not defined the index at 
boundary coincidences, though this is perhaps not too serious since generically all 
coincidences are interior points. The disadvantage of Nakaoka’s proof is that even 
if M, N, F, G are differentiable the map F is generally nondifferentiable. So one 
does not obtain a formula for the index in terms of the derivatives of F and G. 
More seriously, it is not clear how one would obtain the results of the next section, 
on interior coincidences using Nakaoka’s approach. 
(3.3.3) Finally, as a justification for the inclusion of our proof of Theorem 2.1 
we point out that Nakaoka’s proof is not self-contained; it uses Lefschetz’s original 
result and results on Gysin homomorphisms for maps between nonclosed manifolds 
which, though easy, are not to be found in standard sources. Since results of the 
genre of Theorem 2.2 may be of interest to nontopologists, our proof may serve 
some purpose. 
We now define a coincidence index for relative coincidence theory. Let 
F, G : (M, dM) + (N, d N) be maps with isolated coincidences, x, , . . . , xk E $f and 
Yl,..., y, ELM. Then Example 3.2 together with the properties of the index on 
closed manifolds implies that: 
2.A(F, G)= 2 Z( ~5; 2F, ‘G)+ i Z(yj; Fa, G,). 
i=, ,;I 
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Using this relation as a guide, we define the relative coincidence index, Z(p; F, G), 
at an isolated coincidence point, p, by setting: 
Z(P*; ‘F, ‘G), ifpE$l, 
Z(P; F, G) = 
~{Z(p;~~,G,)+Z(p;2F,2G)}, ifpEaA4. 
The basic properties of this index are contained in: 
Proposition 3.4. (a) Z is an integer. 
(b) Let F, G, M, N be as before. Then for any coincidencepoint x,, E M, Z(x,; F, G) = 
Z(x,,; F, ‘G). 
(c) ZfF:(M,aM)+(M,aM) hasanisoZatedjixedpointz~M, thenZ(z; F,l,)= 
i( M, F, z), the$xed-point index of F at z. 
(d) Zf F, G : (M, a M) + (N, aN) has only isolated coincidences, z, , . . , , z,, then 
A(F, G)=C.;;, Z(zk; F, G). 
Proof. Observe (a) is really a local version of Theorem 3.2. In (a), (b) and (c) it is 
only necessary to consider isolated coincidence points x0 on the boundary of M. 
Let F(x,) =yO= G(x,) and choose coordinate neighbourhoods, U, V of x0, y,, 
such that U does not contain any other coincidences of F and G and such that 
F( U), G( U) z V. Let *U, *V be the associated open neighbourhoods of x0 and y,, 
in 2M and ‘N respectively. Without loss of generality, we may assume that 2 U, ‘V 
are open sets in Rd and that c?M, 8N c W-’ = {( t,, . . . , td) 1 td = O}. Choose a sphere, 
S, with centre x0 and let S’ = S n aM. Let S, , Sdm’, Sdm’, S”,-’ be defined as follows: 
S,=SnM,, s”-‘={(V,,...,U,)EIWdICVj=l}, Sd~“={(V,,...,Vd)ESd-‘IVd=O} 
and Sd,-‘={(V,,...,Vd)ESd~‘IUd=Oor ud/jud(=*t}. 
Define cp : S’-+ Sdm’ and @, W : S + S*-’ by setting: 
G,(x) - h:,(x) 
+‘(-‘) = llG,(x) - F,(x)ll' 
Q(x) = 
‘G(x) -‘F(x) 
ll’G(x) -‘F(x)11 ’ 
‘G(x) - F(x) 
F(x) = lj’G(x)- &x)11 ’ 
The proofs of (a) and (b) are similar in spirit; for (a) we need to show that 
(deg cp +deg @) is even and for (b) we need to show that deg F is equal to 
(deg cp + deg @). 
In what follows we will represent points of S (respectively SdP’) by “longitudes 
and latitudes”, i.e., as ordered pairs (x, t) (respectively (y, u)) where x E S’, t E [-1, l] 
(respectively y E S dP2, v E [-1, 11). First choose a Cl-map h: S’+SdP2 homotopic 
to cp. Extend this to a Cl-map of S, to Sd-’ as follows. 
Choose a Cl-map H’: S++Sd-’ which is homotopic to @ 1 S,; then @ IS’ is 
C’-homotopic to h. Since there are obvious diffeomorphisms betweeen S+ and the 
region of S’ defined by t > f , H’ induces a map H” of the latter region into Sd-‘. 
The restriction, h”, of H” to t = i, considered as a map of S’ to Sd-*, by ignoring 
the “latitude”, is homotopic to h. Let n be a homotopy between them. Now we 
define H+ : S’+ S-’ by setting: 
H+(x, t) = (7(x, 12(t-a)), t), 
[ 
(h(x), t), if OG t<_t, 
if is tsf, 
H”(x, t), if t24. 
Clearly 77 and H” may be chosen so that the map H, is differentiable. Let us write 
this map in the form H+(x, t) = (y(x, t), v(x, t)). Then we define H : S+ SdP’ by 
setting: 
H(x, t) = 
H+(x, t), if t 2 0, 
(y(x, -f), -v(x, -t)), if rG0. 
Observe that if p E S’ is any regular value of h, p is also a regular value of H. Also 
cp (respectively @) are homotopic to h (respectively H). 
We next obtain a convenient C’-approximation, J, of 9. We set J equal to H on 
S, and set J(x, t) = (h(x), t) for -’ 4< t d 0. Since Iv maps (S_\S’) to (S?‘\S-‘) 
we can extend J to a Cl-map in such a way that J(S_\S’)E (Sd~‘\Sd~Z). If 
J(x, t) = (j,(x, t),j,(x, t)) define J by J-(x, t) = (j,(x, -t), -j,(x, -t)). Note that J 
is homotopic to q and deg J = deg J_. 
We can now prove (a) and (b). 
(a) For any finite set, A, let #A be the number of elements in A. Let d,(g) denote 
the mod 2 degree of a map g. Then for any p E S”-* which is a regular value of h 
(and H), we have: 
d,(cp)+dz(@)=d,(h)+dz(H) 
= #h-‘(p)+#H-‘(p) 
=2.#K’(p)+#[H-‘(p)n(S\S’)] 
=2.#(H/S+)m’(p) 
=Omod2. 
This proves (a). 
(b) In this case we have to compute degrees of Cl-maps by counting the signed 
preimages of a regular value. If (Y : X + Y is a Cl-map between oriented manifolds, 
p E Y a regular value and A a subset of X, then let 6, (p; A) be the sum of the signs 
of the preimages of p in A. If q E S’ is a regular value of J (and hence J_), then we 
have: 
2edeg q=degJ+degJ_ 
= a./(% S+) + S,_(q; So) 
= &f(q; S+)+&/(s; So) 
=deg H+deg h 
=deg @+deg cp. 
This establishes (b). 
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(c) We now suppose that M = N and G = l,v,. We have to show that for an 
isolated fixed point z E dM, I(z,); F, 1,) is equal to the fixed-point index i(M, F, z). 
Using the notation above, let r : *U + U be any retraction. Then i( M, F, z) is the 
degree of E: S + 57-l defined by: 
E(s) = 
s - F(r(s)) 
Ils-F(r(s))ll’ 
Letting r = r+ 1 *U we see that i( M, 
(d) This is a tautology. 0 
F, z) = I(z; F, l,,,,) =Z(z; F, lM). 
Remarks and examples. (3.4.1) Now that we have shown that this index is the same 
as the classical index, we will drop the special boldface type and use Z( ; F, G) 
instead. 
(3.4.2) Referring to Example 3.2 one sees that: 
Z((P, 2nk(q -PI-‘); E G) = I 0, ifp=l, 1, ifp=2. 
(3.4.3) Clearly if x E M is an isolated coincidence point, one can compute 
Z(x; F, G) from a knowledge of F and G in a neighbourhood of x. In fact, in the 
differential situation, there is a formula for the index in terms of the derivatives 
of F and G. First observe that if F, G: (M, dM) + (N, dN) are C’-maps of C’- 
manifolds, then *F, *G : 2M + *N are also C’. The question is a local one; so suppose 
that A:Rd~‘~R++lRd-‘~Rt, is defined by A(x, t) = (A,(x, t), A,(x, t)) and 
A,(x, t) = 0 if t = 0. Then, the double of A is defined by: 
*A(x, t) = 
1 
(A,(x, t), Az(x, t)), if f > 0, 
(A,(x, -t), -A2(x, -t)), if t<O. 
Clearly 2A is differentiable and at the points where t = 0, the t-derivatives of *A are 
computed by taking right derivatives of A with respect to t. 
We will say that F and G are transversal at a coincidence point x E 8M if both 
F,, G, and *F, ‘G are transversal at x. At such a coincidence one has: 
Z(x; F, G) = s(DG,(x) - DF,(x))+ &(D(*G)(x) - II(* 
It should be emphasized that this definition of transversality is more restrictive than 
the one adopted by Brown, Greene and Schirmer [4] who require only that F,, and 
G, be transversal. 
(3.4.4) It should be noted that if x is a coincidence point on the boundary of M, 
there is, in general, no relationship between the indices Z(x; F,, G,) and Z(x; *F, *G) 
other than that implied by Theorem 3.2, even when the maps are C”. This follows 
from [4], where Brown, Greene and Schirmer construct Cm-maps F: (R$, Rdm’) + 
(R’$, Rdp’) which h ave an isolated fixed point at the origin and such that i(Rdp’, F,, 0) 
and i(Rf, F, 0) have arbitrary preassigned values. 
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4. Counting the coincidences 
The Lefschetz fixed- and coincidence-point theorems derive much of their power 
from the fact that for a generic situation (when the maps are transversal) the Lefschetz 
number actually represents the algebraic number of coincidences. We have seen 
that this is no longer true in the present, more general context since not all transversal 
coincidences have nonzero index. In this section we take a closer look at the theory 
in the case when the manifolds and maps are C’. We will see that under a slight 
strengthening of the transversality condition, we can not only “count coincidences” 
as before but obtain a count of those coincidences which occur in the interior of 
the domain. 
Let F, G : (M, dM) + (IV, dlv) be CL-maps between d-dimensional compact mani- 
folds. We will say that G dominates F, written F < G, if F,, and G, are transversal 
and there exist “collar neighbourhoods”: 
U=c?Mx[O, u] of aM, V=dNx[O, v] of aN 
such that: 
(i) a M, 8 N are the sets u = 0 and z, = 0 respectively; 
(ii) F(U), G(U) s V; 
(iii) if y E U is a coincidence point, then y E aM; 
(iv) with respect to the product structures of U and V, we may represent F and 
G by: 
F(x, t) = (F,(x, t),f(t)) ~aNx[0, 01, 
G(x, t) = (G,(x, 11, g(r)) E dN x LO, ~1, 
where f’(0) <g’(O). 
We begin by showing that the condition F < G is generically satisfied by Cl-maps. 
Proposition 4.1. Let M and N be C’-mumfolds of dimension d having boundaries 
an/r c?N respectively. Let F’, G’: (M, dM) + (N, aN) be C’-maps of pairs. Then there 
are maps F (respectively G) arbitrarily near F’ (respectively G’) such that F< G. In 
particular, one can select F and G to be homotopic, respectively, to F’ and G’. 
Proof. We will use the standard results of transversality theory for which Hirsch 
[6] is a good reference. 
Step 1. Let q=F’]aM, g=G’laM. Let cp:~M-+aMxaN be the map G(x)= 
(x, q(x)). Arbitrarily near (p we can find a map cp’: 8M + aM x dN which is trans- 
versal to the graph of g. Then p,o(p’, being close to Id,,,,, will be a diffeomorphism. 
If k is the inverse diffeomorphism, then f(x) =pz(q’(k(x))) is a map from aM to 
aN such that f and g are transversal. Since k will be isotopic to the identity if cp’ 
is near enough to 4, we may assume, without loss of generality, that f and cp are 
homotopic. 
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Step 2. Choose collar neighbourhoods A = aM x [0, 11, B = aN x [0, l] such that 
F’(A), G’(A) c_ B. Using the product structure of A and B write: 
F’(x, t) = (6(x, t), F;(x, t)), 
G’(x, t) = (G:(x, t), GXx, t)). 
ChooseahomotopyH:aMxI+aNsuchthat H(x,O)=cp(x), H(x,l)=f(x).Now 
define F”, G” on M by setting them equal to F’, G’ respectively in the complement 
of A and on A define: 
(H(x, 2t), 2t2), 
F”(x7t)= (F:(x,22t-1),(2t-l)F:(x,2t-l)+(l-t)), 1 
if t E [0, $1, 
if tE[+,l], 
G”(x7t)= 1 
(g(x), t), if t E [0, f], 
(G{(x,2t-1),(2t-l)G;(x,2t-1)+(1-t)), if tE[i,l]. 
Observe that if 0 s t s 4, F”(x, t) # G”( x, t) and that F”( a M, G”I a N are transverse. 
We can now find Cl-maps F, G: M + N which are arbitrarily near F” and G” 
respectively and which agree with F” and G” on aM x [0, $. Then F-c G: choose 
U = aM x [O,:], V = aN x [0, i]. By choosing A and B small enough to start with, 
we can ensure that F (respectively G) are as near F’ (respectively G’) as we wish; 
in particular, we may ensure that F, G are respectively homotopic to F’, G’. 0 
We now return to a consideration of indices of coincidence points lying in aM. 
Suppose F, G: M + N are CL-maps which preserve boundary points. If F < G and 
x E aM is a coincidence point then the Jacobian matrix (in suitable oriented charts) 
of the (local) map, (2G-2F), has the form: 
Since F< G, the entry in the south-east corner in the above matrix is positive. 
So we see that: 
1(x; F,, G,) = 1(x; ‘F, ‘G) = 1(x; F, G). 
Since Fd and G, are transverse at x, these degrees are nonzero. 
So the condition, F i G, restores the nontriviality of the index I(x; F, G) at transverse 
boundary coincidences. 
In fact, the domination condition gives something more. The Jacobian formula 
for the index shows that if we interchange in F and G exactly one of the quantities, 
1(x; F,, G,), 1(x; *F, *G), this will change sign. But this means that if F-C G, then 
at any boundary coincidence, x, the index Z(x; G, F) is zero. This leads immediately 
to the following result: 
Theorem 4.2. Let F, G : (M, aM) + (N, a N) be C’-maps between C’-manifolds which 
are closed, oriented and are of the same dimension, d. Suppose that the set, C, of 
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coincidence points is fmite and let C, = C n ik If G dominates F, then: 
A(G, F) = (-l)d. 1 Z(x; F, G). 
Xi c,, 
Examples. (4.2.1) If G is the identity map of a manifold with boundary and F 
a constant map taking as its value some point on aM, then A( F, G) = 1 and 
A(G, F)=O. 
The next example is less trivial. 
(4.4.2) Let M = N = D*, the set of complex numbers of modulus < 1. Let 
F, G : (D*, S’) + (D*, S’) be the polynomials F(z) = zp, G(z) = zy. Then A (F, G) = q 
and A( G, F) = p. Clearly, the condition F < G is satisfied. The q roots of zy - zp 
are counted by A (F, G) and A (G, F) counts the p-fold zero at the origin of this 
polynomial; the other roots being roots of unity, lie on S’ and are not counted by 
A(G, F). 
Our final example is a variation of Example 3.2. 
(4.2.3) Let LY : [ 1,2] + [ 1,2] be a Cl-map such that: 
(i) a’(l), a’(2)> 1; 
(ii) a(t) = t holds for t = 1,2 and exactly one point toE (1,2); 
(iii) a’( to) < 1. 
Let M=N=S’x[1,2] as in Example 3.2 and define F(r,o)=(r,pB), G(r,0)= 
(a(t),qB). As before A(F, G)=q-p and A(G, F)=p-q. The conditions (i) and 
(ii) ensure that F < G and (iii) implies that F and G are transversal. The coincidences 
occur at the points 
{(p,2nk(q-p)-‘)(p=l, t,,2 and k=O,l,..., q-p-l}. 
The indices of these coincidences are +l if p = 1 or 2 and equal to -1 if p = to. 
This checks out the results of Theorem 4.2. 
Finally, we briefly discuss the specializations of our results in the context of 
fixed-point theory. Let M be a closed, oriented, C’-manifold of dimension d and 
let F: (M, aM)+ (M, aM) be a map. We define the relative Lefschetz number, hr, 
of F by: 
h,=i~O(-l)iTrace{F*:Hi(M,JM)+Hi(M,aM)}. 
Clearly, hF = ( -l)dA(lM, F). Our results imply: 
Theorem 4.3. Let F : (M, aM) + (M, 8M) be as above. Then F will have a fixed point 
tf either the usual Lefschetz number, L,, or the relative Lefschetz number, A~, is 
nonzero. Suppose, in addition, that l,,,, dominates F and F is transversal to 1 M. Then 
A,= f 0 will imply the existence offixed points of F in I& Moreover, 
AF =I ~--F(P)) 
P 
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where I is the identity (linear) map and where p ranges over the set offixed points of 
Fin I&. 
Remarks. (4.3.1) Relative Lefschetz numbers have been studied before, notably by 
Bowszyc [l]. However the above result, which holds for a generic class of maps, 
seems to have, hitherto, escaped observation. (Bowszyc’s results would imply that 
if A, # 0, then F has fixed points in the closure of I$ which is all of A4.) 
(4.3.2) As an illustration of what our results achieve (and do not achieve) we 
look at the Brouwer’s fixed-point theorem situation. Let f: S”-’ + S”-’ be a Cl-map 
of degree m which is transversal to the identity map. Let G, H : D” + D” be maps 
which are transversal to the identity map, 1, of D” and whose restrictions to S”-’ 
are f: Suppose also that G i 1 and 1 < H. Then we have the following Lefschetz 
numbers to consider: 
L,=A(G,l)=l=A(H,l)=L,; 
Ac=A(l,G)=m=A(l,H)=A,; 
and 
L, = I+(-l)“-‘m. 
The first set of equalities tells us that both G and H have at least one fixed point 
in D”, which is just Brouwer’s fixed-point theorem. The Lefschetz fixed-point 
theorem and the last equation together imply the existence of (l* ml fixed points 
on the bounding sphere. Now since G < 1, hc = m (respectively LH = 1) is the total 
index of the interior fixed points of G (respectively H). The transversality hypothesis 
ensures that G and H have at least this many interior fixed points. 
(4.3.3) It is perhaps worth pointing out by an example how these results could 
be obtained without the explicit use of Theorem 4.3. Consider, for instance, the 
situation when n is odd. Then we have: 
L,=l-m= C &(I--IIf(p 
P=/(P) 
where p E S”-’ are the (isolated) fixed points off: Now the index satisfies: 
~(~;‘H,l)=e(~-~(~H)(p))=-&(~-~f(p)), 
since 1~ H. So the index of ‘H at these fixed points adds up to m - 1. Since 
LzH = m + 1 we can conclude that H has one interior fixed point. 
The point is that relative coincidence theory in a very natural fashion leads to 
the notion of domination. Once this notion is used, the theory of interior fixed 
points becomes quite easy to handle by the techniques of traditional Lefschetz theory. 
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